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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks.

1. (a) How many transmission windows are

used for optical communication, compare

6. (a) With the help of suitable diagram give

the working principle of PIN photodiode

also define quantum efficiency and

responsivity of photodetector. 10

(b) Describe detail working of APD using

figure and explain gain mechanism. 10

7. (a) Derive the Einstein equation of lasing

threshold. 10

(b) What do you understand by Direct

bandgap indirect bandgap semi-

conductor ? 10

8. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Mode Coupling

(b) Fiber Connector

(c) Dispersion-shifted fibers. 6,7,7
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them in terms of characteristics. Also

draw the graph of characteristics and plot

the windows. 10

(b) Using a simple ray theory, describe the

following terms :

(i) Meridional ray

(ii) Skew ray

(iii) Acceptance angle

(iv) Numerical aperture

(v) Critical angle. 10

2. (a) Explain the term mode of an optical wave

guide, classify optical fibers in terms of

refractive index profile and mode, also

compare them. 10

(b) A graded index fiber with a core axis

refractive index of 1.5 has a characteristic

index profile of 1.90, a relative refractive

index of 1.3% and a core diameter of 40

µm. Estimate the number of guided

modes propagating in the fiber also

determine the cut off value of normalized

frequency for single mode transmission

in the fiber at wavelength of 1.55 µm.

10

3. (a) Explain terms attenuation, dispersion and

absorption in case of fiber optics. 10

(b) A glass fiber exhibits material dispersion

of 0.03 and fiber is used with light source

having spectral width of 15 mm.

Determine (i) material dispersion at

1.3µm (ii) rms broadening per km due to

material dispersion. 10

4. (a) Discuss the general requirement for a

source in optical fiber communication.8

(b) Compare the working principle of planar,

ellipsoidal, and DOME LED's sources. 12

5. (a) Explain principle of population inversion

and concept of resonator for generation

of laser beam. 10

(b) Discuss in detail working of single

quantum well and multiple quantum well

lasers. 10
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